
Analysis of the questionnaire on self-perception and social 
behavior 

 

Α short survey was conducted during the 2nd Symposium of Greek Gastronomy 
in Amari , Rethymno,  Crete (20-21/07/2013), in the context of the lecture 
entitled: Does an olive branch activate ‘Greek’ behavior among Greeks of 
the diaspora?  (by Dr. Katerina Pouliasi)   

The title of the lecture suggests that an individual may adopt more than one behavior patterns and 
that such patterns can be linked to a culture. Cross-cultural comparative research focus on how 
individuals from different cultures may differ in how they  think, feel and behave. For Dr. Pouliasi of 
particular interest are individuals who live under the ongoing influence of two cultures, the origin and 
the host culture, as are the Greeks or other ethnic groups in diasporas (bicultural or multicultural 
individuals). In contemporary experimental psychology cultural symbols are used as stimuli (Higgins, 
1986) to 'activate' behavior according to the culture these symbols represent. Thus, an olive branch as 
Greek cultural symbol was used in experiments with Greeks, children and adults, who live in the 
Netherlands. The goal of the studies was the investigation of the conditions and the sectors that Greek 
culture may impact their lives. 

Aiming at making the lecture more concrete and interactive Dr. Pouliasi invited the participants of 
the symposium  to fill in a short questionnaire on self-perception ( both personal (‘I’) and social  (‘We’) 
self)and on social behavior.  They had to write down three associations that came spontaneously  to 
their mind when they thought of the  word 'I' and then evaluate  their 'I' feeling in a scale (from 1 to 7) 
that started with a very negative score (1), had in the middle  the neutral one (4) and ended up with the 
most positive (7)score.  They should do the same with the word ‘We’. They were also asked to evaluate 
their self-esteem on a same 7-point scale. Then, based on a photo in a workplace canteen they were 
also asked to explain why a particular man in the photo was drinking his coffee sitting by himself alone 
while everyone else was doing so in a group. 

The ways members of North European or North American cultures perceive their ‘ideal’ self, self-
related values or the ways they interpret human behavior may differ from those by members of South 
European, South American or Asian cultures.  The independent (or self-focused) type of the self most 
common for the first cultures as opposed to the interdependent (or other-oriented) type expected  for 
the later, and the importance of this distinction were analyzed in the landmark work of Markus & 
Kitayama (1991). This distinction has burst out relevant culture comparative research.  But other 
prominent researcher have also established interest (Hofstede,  Triandis ) in other domains as well e.g. 
in values, emotions and cognition.  Societies, should however, not be considered homogeneously as a 
whole and attention should be paid for within a culture and between individuals differences.   

Self-evaluations and self-esteem 
The trends in the self-evaluations among the Amari participants deviate from those among the most 

traditional Greeks but are similar to those called ‘neo-collectivists’ who combine aspects of independent 
and interdependent self. But the content of ‘I’ as it is indicated by the connotations provided is less self-



focused than that among Dutch people1

However, as figure 1 shows the 
mean scores for the personal (‘I’) self-
evaluations were not less positive than 
those for the social (‘We’) self as it is 
often the case for the more traditional 
groups (see the ‘Greeks’). Neither was 
personal (‘I’)  less positive than the 
corresponding one among the Dutch 
people. The values for the ‘Greeks’ and 
‘Dutch’ groups are taken from a 
published scientific study

. Self-descriptions like ‘personal rights’, ‘personal opinion’ ‘hard-
working’, personal  freedom, ‘ my development’ express self-focused meaning. As a consequence ,  an  
increased number of connotations is devoted to ‘other-oriented’ descriptions, e.g., ‘my own people’,  
‘my relationship’, ‘ I am mother’, ‘my emotions’ or make reference to ‘egoist’ or ‘egoism’ as a form of 
self criticism implying insufficient attention for the ‘other’.   

2

For the present sample, a positive self-evaluation of ‘I’ contributes (r = .68**) to a positive 
evaluation of one’s self-esteem. But, a positive self-evaluation of ‘We’ feeling is less but also significantly 
related to a positive evaluation of self-esteem ( r = .41*).  Similar relationships were observed almost for 
the half of individuals in the ‘Greeks’ group. For the more traditional types the social (‘We’) self weights 
more or solely. An  important difference revealed was that for the Dutch sample only positive personal 
‘I’ self contributes to positive self-esteem. The contribution of social (‘We’) self is absent . These 
patterns of relationships are often found among American people too. Hence, cultural differences can 
be very important for theories about positive psychological functioning in counseling psychology. 

. It is in 
addition, worth mentioning that the 
relatively modest self-evaluation of ‘I’ in 
relation to ‘We’ (see ‘Greeks’), a typical 
interdependent self trend, does not 

affect the level of  self-esteem.  The three groups do not differ in the levels of their self-esteem. Hence, 
how self-evaluations  for each group contribute to self-esteem?    

Social behavior 
The interpretations about the social behavior were those expected for members of a collectivist society,  
as the Greek one has been characterized (Hofstede , 1980, Triandis 1989, Pouliasi & Verkuyten 2011). 

                                                             
1 The study is published  in the Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, (42, 875-890) as: Pouliasi, K., & Verkuyten, M. (2011). Self-
evaluations, psychological well-being, and cultural context: The changing Greek society.   

 
2 Study in footnote 1. For more information please contact Dr. K.Pouliasi.  

 



As figure 2 shows, the 55,2% of the 
Greek participants in Amari explained 
the ‘why’ the man drinks his coffee by 
himself,  with  external factors that 
involve either ‘others’ or the 
environment. Example, of statements 
are ‘his companions just left’, ‘he doesn’t 
have friends’, ‘there are two more cups 
on the table thus...’or  are comments on 
the man’s external look. When the same 
question was posed to a Dutch sample 3 
only 10% of the answers4 reasoned the 
‘why’ with external factors. Examples of 
the other option, the internal factors or motivation  are, ‘he simply enjoys his coffee’ ‘he is relaxing’ ‘he 
is not in the mood of talking’  ‘he is introvert ‘ or ‘he is very shy and does not dare to go with the 
others’5

Concluding, the content of the answers provided by the Greeks in Amari was more homogenously 
‘independent’ than those among the ‘Greek’ group. A reason could be their similar level of education,  
(almost all of them have graduated a university ) or the nature of their professional activities. In 
addition, sex or age differences did not affect the results. 

  

Unfortunately the number of the participants of other ethnicities was not sufficient to be grouped. 
However, the patterns of answers the Polish people gave resemble the ‘neo-collectivist’ type of the self 
discussed above but the reasons for the behavior provided were less homogenous. The answers of 
English and Americans were not typical for their cultures and were somehow ‘situation ally’ linked to the 
content and the environment of the symposium. 

Hopefully, I gave an idea of what ‘Greek behavior’ may mean as well as a hint of how culture 
matters in how all of us make sense of ourselves and our lives. Today social mobility can only be 
expected to increase the number of individuals who experience more than one culture. This holds 
especially within the territory of the European Union, where free movement is facilitated by legislation 
affecting four hundred million people.  The importance of culture is more clearly realized when one 
experiences a second culture. As a new-comer in the Netherlands characteristically mentioned ‘ I 
suddenly realized that what for me was self-evident was true only for myself’ 

(by Katerina Pouliasi, 

Email: k.pouliasi@uu.nl, katerinapouliasi@gmail.com ) 

 

                                                             
3 More infornmation about this survey you can find in the AΩ magazine ( http://www.onassis.gr/onassis-magazine/issue-
59/greek-citizens /try the English version) 
4 The likelihood for differentiation between these two cultural groups was highly reliable  (p =.007) 

5 The 37,9 % of the participants explained  the ‘why’ with  ‘internal’ factors and a 6,9% gave no answer 
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